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About This Game

Hats, space, and a flightless bird with superpowers. What more could you want from an endless runner? Play as Otto the Odd
Ostrich as he blasts through a wormhole and grabs power-ups, dodges snakes, and attempts to buy as many hats as he can!

Features:
•In this flight of fancy, you play as a genetically engineered bird named Otto as he runs through space.

•Do your best as you navigate a randomly generated track.
•Use your eggcellant currency to unlock hats and skins in the store!

•The stylized art means the game will run at beak performance on even the oldest of hardware.

What the flock are you waiting for?! Get Otto today!
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Title: Otto the Odd Ostrich
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Team Poodle
Publisher:
Masondogg Studios, LLC.
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel i3+

Memory: 370 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 210

Storage: 230 MB available space

English
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Very nice game. Well worth the price.. Wonky. Mystifying. Broken. In a word, terrible.. A mixture of rhythm, bullet hell and
quirky characters. I can definitely recommend it for the low price and a fun experience.. This game is a time waster. A 5-10
minute game to play at a time. The object of the game is very simple, get to the destination so that you can survive the Zombie
apocalypse. You do this by driving different kinds of vehicles across a wasteland and enhancing them with better engine,
transmission, tires and other things, to make your ride better and more durable.

Its a fun game but if you play it for longer than 5-10 minutes you will find it extremely repetitive. But for the amount of time I
play it every day its a very casual game and its fun. The vehicles are funny and the attachments you can add make zombie
bashing a lot of fun.

Something very positive the developers should add at some point is Workshop support so people can add their own weapons and
vehicles and or maps. Would add more to the game.

Overall I give the game a 5/5.. Great Game!!!!. Im usualy not a big fan of dualstick shmups but this deserves some words
Challenging gameplay, good learning curve, skills, dual stick (xbox360 work perfect) left stick steer right stick shoot switchable
for left handers ,some classic gameplay like asteroids, gyruss mixed with new elements + skilltree, demands for more gametime
here :)
The sound is also good, Tec\/Beat\/Effects
Gfx is good for this kind of game
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Horrible game. Puzzles makes little to no sense after the first room.. The game comes out as a Lovecraftian horror game with
stealth and platforming game.
It is in early developlent stages but It has huge potential to evolve into an amazing game. It has a noir taste all around but with
Lovecraftian touches

Developers seem to care for the opinion of the players too so it feels like we could have a great Lovecraftian game if they
managed to pull it .. A very good adventure, Raymond Chandler would recommend it!. Could be a bad game for your
smartphone.. It is a very beautiful game that shows things that were not in the anime, but also some dialogues from the anime.
As soon as I started the game I had already started crying that I reviewed Asako :)

It's a bit sad that you can not take the entire Grisaia collection at once, because all the 11 games in total are almost 200 euros,
but they are worth more than just 200 euros for me.. Very epic looking costumes lady gaga and bazooka skirt. Tic-Toc-Tower is
so addicting, when i started playing this game i thought: well this seems fun. and after a while, i started getting beter highscores
that i needed to break everytime i set one. i just couldn't stop xd. so yeah, i like playing this game and i would recommend to
whoever is reading this. When you look at the price of the game you are like "yea i am gona buy it and never gona play it" but it
is actually really good for that price.The style of the game was so georgous.It feels weird cuz of the grapics,music,ambient but it
is really good.
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